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MORAL CONTRACTARIANISM AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Human rights constitute a particular kind of moral claim, namely, a claim that is directed at the state or the system of states as a whole. Although human rights are important moral claims, indeed the most important standard of public morality in democratic societies, there is no reason to reduce morality to a human rights discourse. As James Griffin aptly puts the problem: "It is a great, but now common, mistake to think that, because we see rights as especially important in morality, we must make everything especially important in morality into a right" (1, p.43). Benevolence, compassion, and charity, for instance, are also important elements of morality. An individual who refrains from assaulting other individuals – or who acts for the benefit of other individuals – even in situations involving some degree of self-sacrifice need not justify their actions in terms of respect for human rights. They may simply act because they are moved by dispositions or virtues such as benevolence, compassion, or charity. Thus, when an individual A poses a threat to another individual B, B may appeal to A’s benevolence, compassion, or charity. If B’s appeal to A’s benevolence, compassion or charity is not successful, or if B considers that an appeal to A’s moral virtues will fall on deaf ears, B can require the protection of the state against A’s threats. But because the state has a great deal of power over the lives of A and B, it is also important, for both A and B, to have some protection from potential threats from the state. Human rights are protections of this kind.

A’s threat against B, of course, can also be translated into the human rights discourse, that is in terms of human rights violations, but this is not necessary. Indeed, it can be quite misleading to describe mutual violence among ordinary citizens in
terms of human rights violations, unless of course the violence results from the state’s failure to provide some reasonable degree of security or support to its citizens. When a citizen, for instance, is murdered during a bank robbery, their death is not usually referred to — whether in the press, in police reports, or court decisions and legal documents — as a human rights violation. But when the state, or someone acting on behalf of the state such as the police or a soldier, kills a citizen, the killing may be described in terms of human rights violations. In like manner, when a husband assaults his wife because the state has failed to enact laws that protect women against domestic violence, his assault can also be described in terms of human rights violations. In the course of the twentieth century, human rights have become the main standard of public morality, both at a domestic and international level. In this article, I understand human rights as moral claims against the state.

For a long time, philosophical theories of justice did well without any reference to human rights (2-4). But this changed with early modern philosophy. As the state itself started to be seen as a powerful potential threat to its citizens, and human nature started to be seen as less inclined to benevolence, compassion and charity than pre-modern political thought had assumed, it became increasingly clear that political and moral philosophy could not rely on virtues such as benevolence, compassion and charity as the foundations of public morality.

When A acts towards B with benevolence, compassion or charity, A acts morally – at least on most accounts of what morality is about. And B does indeed benefit from A’s action. B, thus, has a reason to be grateful to A. But from B’s perspective, A is merely doing B a favour. In some circumstances, when B cannot count on anyone else to fulfil B’s basic needs or desires, we may say that B is at the mercy of A. This puts B in a submissive position relative to A. It is reasonable to assume, though, that B does not have the desire to be constantly at the mercy of A, especially in those circumstances in which B’s most basic needs or desires are at stake. Modern political and moral philosophy tried to address this problem by suggesting that regardless of A’s inclinations (being benevolent, merciful, or generous), B has a legitimate moral claim against A or, indeed, against any other individual or institution in matters relating to his or her bodily integrity, freedom, and private property. It is this kind of contrast between the perspectives that A and B have concerning their own positions, in morally relevant situations, that Kant had in mind in a passage that has not received much attention in the contemporary debate on the philosophical foundations of human rights:

Many persons do have the desire to perform good actions; but they do not want to put themselves under an obligation towards other persons. If someone comes to them in a submissive way, they will do everything; but they do not want to subject themselves to the rights of another person [in German: rechtsamen der Menschen], but only [treat them] as the object of their generosity. The prerogative I resort to in order to claim something is not indifferent. What belongs to me should not be granted to me just as a matter of favour (5).

The problem, though, is how to make sense of the claim that we have human rights or natural rights regardless of our inclinations, desires or interests. How can B have a legitimate moral right against A, or against the state, regardless of the actual desires or inclinations that move A or state representatives at large? Jeremy Bentham seems to have been the first philosopher who realized that natural rights theories confounded the wish to have rights with the rights themselves (6,7). In the absence of political institutions, both at a domestic and international level, persons do already have the wish to be treated in a certain way when some vital interests are at stake, that is interests, for instance, relative to bodily integrity, freedom, and private property. In these circumstances, nobody wants to be at the mercy of other people’s benevolence, compassion, or charity. They want to have a right and, indeed, the means to claim that right. But wishing to have a right is not the same as having a right. Bentham himself did not propose a human rights theory. Yet, the problem to which he calls attention is still considered a major challenge to any philosophical account of human rights (8-11).

It seems to me that moral contractarianism enables us to successfully address Bentham’s challenge. Moral contractarianism has been defended by authors such as David Gauthier, Peter Stemmer and Malcom Murray (12-14). However, these authors

---

1 “Moral philosophers in ancient and medieval Europe were greatly concerned with the question of distributive justice, and thus with the question of what is due to us as a matter of right. But they lacked a vocabulary to articulate the suggestion that what is due to us as matter of right is something which can in turn be called our right. It was only during the later Middle Ages that this conception of ‘subjective’ right began to enter European political discourse. And it was only in the course of the seventeenth century that the concept began to acquire that moral hegemony which it has never subsequently lost.” (2, p.39-40) “For a thousand years Roman Law carried on quite happily without any such things. It was, of course, right to do certain things; but people did not have rights. Things had the property of being right, but there was no substantial or fictious entity, talked of as existing, or as possessed by people.” (3, p.95)”By ‘rights’ I do not mean those rights conferred by positive law or custom on specified classes of persons; I mean those rights which are alleged to belong to human beings as such and which are cited as a reason for holding that people ought not be interfered with in their pursuit of life, liberty and happiness. They are rights which were spoken of in the eighteenth century as natural rights or as the rights of man. Characteristically in that century they were defined negatively, precisely because the concept lacks any means of expression in Hebrew, Greek, Latin or Arabic, classical or medieval, before about 1400. (…)” (4, p.68-69)

2 Kant’s “Reflexionen zur Moralphilosophie” have been partially translated into English as “Notes on moral philosophy” (Immanuel Kant. Notes and Fragments. Guyer P (ed.). Bowman C, Guyer P, Rauscher F (translators). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005. This particular passage, however, has not been included in the volume.

3 Rights are, then, the fruits of the law, and of the law alone. There are no rights without law — no rights contrary to the law — no rights anterior to the law. Before the existence of laws there may be reasons for wishing that there were laws — and doubtless such reasons cannot be wanting, and those of the strongest kind: — but a reason for wishing that we possessed a right, does not constitute a right. To confound the existence of a reason for wishing that we possessed a right, with the existence of the right itself, is to confound the existence of a want with the means of relieving it. It is the same as if one should say, everybody is subject to hunger, therefore everybody has something to eat.” (6, p.211-230)
are not primarily concerned with an account of human rights but instead with the philosophical foundations of morality. In what follows, my intention is not to advance a new, fully-fledged account of moral contractarianism. My goal here is to extend the contractarian account of morality to a philosophical account of human rights (15). Then, I intend to focus on the human right to found a family and have children.

Human rights are human, not because human beings are naturally endowed with a particular class of rights, but because human beings themselves create human rights in order to address some basic needs or desires that can be ascribed to any human being regardless of gender, nationality, sexual orientation, age, ethnicity, etc. But having a basic need or a basic desire is not the same as having a corresponding human right. No matter how strong or how natural our basic needs and desires are, basic needs and desires, considered in themselves, are not yet rights. However, basic needs and desires do have great motivational power. If B is starving and has a strong need or desire to eat something, this desire is for B (all things considered) a reason to open the fridge and take something to eat, assuming, of course, that B is in possession of some food. But B's reason does not necessarily represent for another person, A, a reason to provide B with something to eat, unless of course A happens to be moved by sentiments or virtues such as benevolence, compassion, love or charity. In this case, A's reason to help B is not unconditional. This reason binds A to act accordingly only to the extent that A is moved by the relevant sentiments. Some moral theories, however, assume that there are reasons that also bind us unconditionally.

Kant’s moral theory, for instance, involves a conception of practical reason according to which reason itself has a motivational power, so that regardless of A’s virtues, sentiments or inclinations, A has a reason, indeed a moral reason, to behave towards B accordingly. From a Kantian perspective, therefore, in some situations B’s claim against A, or against any other person or institution, are unconditional (or “categorical” in Kant’s terminology). The moral force of these claims does not depend on other persons’ or institutions being moved by the relevant sentiments. In this article, I will not try to discredit this conception of practical reason, nor shall I examine its implications for a philosophical account of human rights and for bioethics in general. Kant himself seldom used the German word for “human rights” (Menschenrechte), and never with the meaning that the word has acquired in modern human rights discourse. Moreover, Kant never proposed a distinctive human rights theory, and it is not even clear if a fully-fledged human rights theory might be coherently gleaned from his writings on moral and political philosophy (16,17). My intention, then, is not to reject the tenability of a human rights theory from a Kantian perspective. Rather, I rely on a more mundane conception of practical reason by endorsing David Hume’s dictum according to which reason is “the slave of the passions” (18, p.415). We are rational to the extent that we have a capacity to work out the best means for pursuing ends that are not themselves established or discovered by reason — that is for articulating the best strategies for the fulfillment of our needs and desires (or passions, as Hume calls them). Kant shares a similar conception of practical reason when he speaks of “hypothetical imperatives”, that is of one’s reason to act on the assumption that (hence the word “hypothetical”) the action will further one’s needs or desires (inclinations in Kant’s terminology). The problem, though, is that Kant assumes that there are also “categorical imperatives”, that is reasons to act regardless of one’s actual sentiments, needs and desires.

My proposal in this article is thus not to show that Kant’s conception of practical reason is wrong, but to show that we can make sense of the human rights discourse without committing ourselves to the assumption that, in the relevant moral situations, reason itself requires us to behave unconditionally, that is independently (and sometimes even against) all our actual needs, desires, sentiments or inclinations. This methodological strategy has an important implication for political philosophy and global bioethics. The prospect of justifying universal human rights at a global level on the grounds of a more mundane conception of practical reasons is more promising than the attempt to justify universal human rights on the grounds of a conception of practical reason that will not be shared by every person, or that may perhaps even be dismissed by some peoples as peculiar only to post-Enlightenment Western culture.

On the account of human rights I defend here, even the basic interest or desire I have in preserving my own life is not in itself a human right, but a reason to create and to promote, along with other human beings, institutions in the context of which this interest can become the content of a human right, as stated, for instance, in Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR): “Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person”. We have human rights as the result of our collective attempt to create and to promote a variety of institutions — both at a domestic and international level — in the context of which the fulfillment of some of our most basic needs and desires may be claimed. Because human rights have to be created, protected and promoted, they can also be gradually extended to encompass some basic needs and desires that have not been addressed in previous generations of human rights. We can gradually add new items to the list of human rights and rank their relevance accordingly. As I will show later on, technological progress can play an important role in this process, especially with regards to Assisted Reproductive Technologies (ART).

**THE HUMAN RIGHT TO FOUND A FAMILY AND HAVE CHILDREN**

Consider the human right to found a family and have children. This right did not exist, for instance, in the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen. But now this right is enshrined in several human rights documents: in Article 16 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) from 1948; in Article 12 of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) from 1953; in Article 23 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) from 1966; and in Article 16 of the Proclamation of Teheran, from 13 May 1968. The human right to found a family, as a matter of course, also implies the right to have children (19, p.60). It is reasonable to assume that, prior to the publication of these declaration of rights, women and

---

4 I defended a contractarian account of human rights in this previous work.
men did already have the wish to have children and to found a family. This wish is so strong, and its implementation so fulfilling in the lives of many human beings that, in the course of the twentieth century, some declarations of rights have been established in order to empower men and women to be able to claim the fulfilment of this wish as a matter of right. This, of course, does not mean that before the publication of the relevant documents men and women could not rely on other moral reasons to support their claim to be able to found a family and have children without state interference. Women and men could appeal, for instance, to the legislators’ compassion and generosity, or to values embedded in theological ideas such as “Be fertile and multiply” (Genesis 1.28). Their claim to be able to found a family and have children would still count as a moral claim, but not the sort of moral claim we might refer to as a human right.

If there were a human right to found a family and have children before the publication of the declarations of rights mentioned above, what, then, could explain its existence? How could we know that this particular human right existed without committing ourselves to the kind of fallacy Bentham calls attention to in saying that we should not take the wish to have a right for the right itself? Moral contractarianism explains the existence of this human right as the result of the gradual development of a system of rules in the context of which men and women may pursue the fulfilment of their basic wish to found a family and have children regardless of their religious affiliation, ethnicity or marital status.

It might be objected, though, that the account of human rights advanced here turns out to be too legalistic, for it seems to associate the emergence of a human right with the publication of legal documents. On this account, the existence of a human right seems to depend solely on the proclamation of a corresponding declaration of rights. However, this objection fails to take into consideration one important point, which is crucial for the contractarian account of human rights. What is at stake here is not the act of proclamation itself, or the publication of a legal document, but the dialogic process that precedes the proclamation. It is this process, rather than the proclamation, that can be understood in contractarian terms.

At a more abstract level, the dialogic process can be described in terms of a procedure by means of which individuals or a group of individuals agree to create a framework of rules that bestow on individual persons a sphere of protection against the encroachments of the state. At a less abstract level, the dialogic process may unfold, for example, as the result of long diplomatic negotiations amongst representative of states or their representatives. And the diplomatic negotiations themselves can be informed by the demands of citizens and associations of citizens who make their own claims grounded in philosophical ideas, moral sentiments, theological or metaphysical assumptions concerning natural laws or natural rights, or sheer self-interest. Moved by compassion and charity, for instance, some citizens can pressure their governments to open their borders to persons who are persecuted in their own countries, while other citizens may be less demanding in this regard and pressure their government to spend more money on the protection of fellow citizens rather than immigrants. It is a distinctive feature of the human rights discourse that, at the less abstract level, some persons will make demands on the assumption that human beings are naturally endowed with human rights or natural rights. Their justification for opening up borders, thus, will not be compassion or charity towards asylum seekers, but the assumption that asylum seekers have the relevant human rights. Maybe they are actually moved by compassion or charity but are aware that fellow citizens (or citizens of other states) may not be moved by similar sentiments, so prefer to use the human rights discourse to justify their claims at a national or international level. As a result of the dialogic process, it may be established, then, that “Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution”, as stated in Article 14 of the UDHR. But before the establishment of this right, one can only wish – for whatever reasons – to create this right. Yet, the wish itself is not yet a right, as Bentham correctly realised in the aftermath of the French Revolution.

As a matter of course, a variety of claims may be raised in the dialogic process. But not every claim will give rise to a corresponding human right. Some claims may never become a human right, while other claims may be established as a human right only at a much later stage of the dialogic process. The claims that are put forth in the dialogic process cannot be too idiosyncratic. They must reflect some basic needs and desires that, in principle, most human beings have in common.

The contractarian account of human rights I propose here asks, firstly, the following question: which basic needs and desires can be ascribed to any human being regardless of gender, nationality, sexual orientation, age, ethnicity, etc.? Having an interest in preserving one’s own bodily integrity, freedom, and private property qualify as a basic need or desire. Having an interest in founding a family and having children also qualifies as a basic human need or desire, even though many human beings may prefer not to found a family and have children. But even the individuals who do not have the desire to found a family and have children may still have the desire that other individuals found a family and have children, either because they will need the workforce of younger generations to provide them – directly or indirectly – with some degree of care when they themselves grow older and retire, or because humankind would be doomed to disappear if nobody had the desire to procreate.

At this juncture, it might be objected, though, that there are ways of having children and founding a family that do not involve the genetic reproduction of prospective fathers and mothers, namely by means of adoption. Given the number of children living in orphanages around the world, it might be further argued that adoption benefits more people than ART: it benefits the children who are eager to have a family; it benefits women and men who want to have one or more children in order to found a family; and in the end it also benefits society at large, as the funds for the maintenance of orphanages could be redirected, for instance, to the improvement of education and healthcare. From a strictly utilitarian point of view, therefore, there seems to be good reasons to favour adoption over ART. However, it is not clear whether utilitarianism can also justify the human right to have

5 For an account of fertility issues in the context of Muslim theological tradition, see (20)
children and found a family on acceptable grounds. After all, what counts for utilitarianism is not the fulfilment of the basic needs of children and grown-up men and women considered as individuals, but “the sum total of happiness” (21, p.194). Unlike moral contractarianism, utilitarianism does not give priority to individuals qua individuals, for utilitarianism focuses on “the aggregate of all persons” (21, p.211). Of course, children who live in orphanages do have a legitimate moral claim to be adopted and become part of a family. But can this moral claim be understood in terms of human rights? If there were a human right to be adopted and become part of a family, there should be a corresponding duty to adopt children. But can the state legitimately enforce this right and compel grown-up men and women to adopt children? What would it mean for a child to learn that they were adopted, not for the sake of love or compassion, but for the sake of duty, or because their parents wanted to avoid the punishment associated with the violation of their human right to be adopted? As I stressed at the outset of this article, there is no reason to reduce morality as a whole to the language of human rights. Orphan children’s legitimate moral claims to be adopted and become part of a family are grounded in corresponding virtues such as benevolence, charity, tenderness, and similar sentiments, which we may at most expect our fellow human beings to have. But we cannot force people to act out of love.

It must also be emphasised that, contrary to what many people believe, the costs of adoption can be as high as the costs of ART. As Lo and Campo-Engelstein aptly put the problem: “Although there are loans, grants, and tax credits available to lessen the cost of adoption, the financial burden of adoption is comparable to the cost of undergoing at least two ART cycles” (22, p.77). One’s human right to have children and found a family encompasses both the right to adopt children and the right to reproduce, which enables men and women to have a child genetically related to them. But sometimes, one’s right to have a child genetically related to oneself cannot be fulfilled by traditional methods of human reproduction, that is, by means of sexual intercourse. In this case, one’s right to have a child genetically related to oneself can only be fulfilled by means of ART. In this article, I focus on access to ART as a kind of human right.

For the contractarian approach to human rights, there is one reason to focus on ART rather than adoption as a means to have children and found a family. The desire to have a child genetically related to oneself seems to be an important motivation behind the basic desire to found a family. This does not entail, of course, that families with adopted children should enjoy less protection than families founded on biological kinship (23). It means only that, apparently, most human beings who decide to found a family will naturally prefer to have children who are genetically related to them over the prospect of adopting children who are not genetically related to them. It is not unreasonable to assume that evolutionary pressure may have endowed human beings with this kind of preference. Some recent studies suggest, for instance, that men’s motivations to donate their semen are often related to the desire of “spreading one’s genes” (24, p.163), or for the sake of a “pronounced desire to procreate” (25, p.424), or for “personal satisfaction” (26, p.544). In the dialogic process that underlies the emergence of the human right to found a family, “procreative motivations” (27, p.2087) will, therefore, play an important role.

The contractarian account of human rights I propose here asks, secondly, which basic human needs or desires individuals and representatives of states may consider so important and widespread that they would agree to create institutional frameworks, both at domestic and international levels, in such a way as to enable individuals to pursue the fulfilment of their basic needs or desires without state interference. Human rights exist and can only be claimed in the context of these normative frameworks. Individuals and state representatives may also agree that the fulfilment of some basic human needs and desires may require state intervention, rather than non-interference, in such a way as to provide citizens, for instance, with some degree of schooling and health care. For without these goods human beings will not be in a position to pursue the fulfilment of some of their basic needs and desires, or because education and access to health care are themselves a basic human need or desire. The contractarian account of human rights, thus, can justify the establishment of both negative and positive rights and rank them accordingly. Technological progress can also influence the way human rights are established, interpreted and ranked.

**ART AND THE HUMAN RIGHT TO FOUND A FAMILY AND HAVE CHILDREN**

I have suggested above that the human right to found a family entails the right to have children. But one might reject this assumption. After all, the UDHR (1948), the ECHR (1953), and the ICCPR (1966) do not mention, at least not explicitly, the right to have children. The Proclamation of Teheran (1968), on the other hand, seems to acknowledge the existence of such a right, but only implicitly: “Parents have a basic human right to determine freely and responsibly the number and the spacing of their children”. It was not until the 1990’s that human rights conventions started to mention the right to have children more explicitly, in terms of “reproductive rights”. And more recently, in 2014, the title of one document issued by the United Nations (UN) went as far as to affirm that “Reproductive rights are human rights” (28-30). As we can see, the emphasis now, in the human rights discourse, is not so much on the right to found a family, but on reproductive rights, that is one’s right to decide to generate or not to generate a child, and to be autonomous in this regard. The contractarian account of human rights can explain and justify this shift of focus – from family to reproduction – in the human rights discourse.

As the first international declarations of human rights appeared, it seemed clear that the right to found a family implicitly entailed the right to have children. But why, then, was the interest in generating children not immediately perceived as a claim that might also have the status of a human right at that stage of the dialogic process, which the contractarian account conceptualizes on a higher level of abstraction? There are at least two reasons for this. The first reason was the fear,
widespread at the time, that world overpopulation could lead to catastrophic societal and environmental consequences. The same year the UN adopted the UDHR, two books that revived old Malthusian ideas were published in the United States: Fairfield Osborn’s *Our Plundered Planet* (32) and William Vogt’s *Road to Survival* (33). Both books became best-sellers and paved the way to other publications that highlighted the perils of an overcrowded world (34,35). Vogt went as far as to suggest that the consequences of an overpopulated planet would be on a par with the tragedy of a Third World War: “Population ‘experts’ say that, given time, populations will level off and stabilize themselves. To this the obvious answer is, there is not time. The modern world has gone down twice – and only extraordinary measures can keep it from going down again.” (33, p.281) For Vogt, promoting birth control in the developing world seemed even more important than providing poorer countries with food and medical assistance. As he puts it:

The United States should lead in making available to all the peoples of the world the most modern information on contraception, and the services of its health and educational experts in organizing birth-control campaigns. So far as possible, these should parallel, if not surpass, the other health programs of the World Health Organization. Where FAO finds overpopulation, its conservation and food-production programs should include contraception programs. It should not ship food to keep alive ten million Indians and Chinese this year, so that fifty million may die five years hence. (33, p.281)

The comparison of world overpopulation with a world war was also implicit in the title of Paul Ehrlich’s 1968 best-selling book (written with Anne Ehrlich, his wife, although the co-authorship was not credited) *The Population Bomb* (36). The book is reported to have sold over three million copies by 1990, adding fuel to international campaigns to curb birth-rate at both domestic and international level (34). An underlying idea in the neo-Malthusian literature of this epoch was the assumption that technological development in medicine and sanitation had enabled policymakers to curb the death rate. But without corresponding developments in technologies for the control of the birth rate, population growth would rapidly outstrip food supply. This idea is explicitly stated, for instance, in Warren Thompson’s 1944 book *Plenty of People* (37). Arnold Toynbee summarized this idea in a speech he delivered at the UN World Food Congress in 1963. “Today mankind’s future is at stake in a formidable race between population-growth and famine” (38, p.2). In this text, Toynbee also appealed to the contractarian idea of a “state of nature” in order to refer to the “unregulated reproductive Nature” that prevailed in human affairs at the time: “While we have triumphantly domesticated so many other species of living creature, we have improvidently left our own species in a state of nature in this vital matter of reproduction” (38, p.3). The UN seemed to be the right place, then, to stage the dialogic process by means of which strategies to control our reproductive nature might be devised and pursued, so as to avert a global catastrophe of biblical proportions in the future. At this stage of the social contract, though, it may have seemed “improvident” to speak of the right to found a family in terms of a right to reproduction, for reproduction itself was (wrongly) perceived as a problem to be solved, rather than as a practice to be encouraged or comprehensively protected by the state. Even at a later stage of the dialogic process, when reproductive rights were implicitly admitted in the Proclamation of Teheran, one qualification remained in place: prospective parents do have the right to determine “the number and the spacing of their children”, but only as long as they generate their children “responsibly”. But why should anyone be asked to exert one’s human right “responsibly”? Responsibly towards whom? Their children, their fellow citizens, or towards human beings at large who will have to share their scarce supply of food with yet another human being to feed? The assumption here was that most men and women, especially in developing countries, did not have the discipline to pursue birth control (33).

I have suggested above that unrestrained human reproduction was wrongly perceived as a problem to be solved – or rather defused – because social policies inspired by neo-Malthusian ideas were also increasingly criticised in the 1960’s and 1970’s (33,34). Indeed, it later became apparent that poorer people do not have larger families because they are “irresponsible”, but because in the absence of a reliable public system of social security, a vast network of relatives turns out to be the main source of care and protection when an individual grows older or becomes unable to work. Another, more recent reason to reject neo-Malthusian anxieties about overpopulation is the discovery that world population is, actually, expected to decrease by the middle of the twenty-first century. Indeed, some countries are now facing both an aging population and population decline, and this is generating associated concerns about losing the tax base (workers) needed to fund social programs. This trend, though, is not limited to richer countries, but affects most developing countries as well (35,39,40).

The other reason for the emergence of reproductive rights only at a later stage of dialogic process is this: when the first international declarations of human rights appeared, they did not have to mention reproductive rights because the parties to the contract shared the assumption that in order to found a family you have to have two consenting parties, namely a woman and a man, and that it takes a woman and a man to generate a child. But social changes related to same-sex unions and developments in ART gradually contributed to challenges to this assumption. The debate on the decriminalization of homosexuality became a matter of philosophical inquiry and public engagement in the 1960’s (41). And early in 1990’s, the fight against discrimination towards homosexual individuals started to be considered a human rights issue (42). Later, many countries legalized civil partnerships and same-sex marriage. There emerged the question, then, as to whether same-sex couples were entitled to found a family and have children on equal grounds of treatment and opportunities with heterosexual couples (23).

Consider, for instance, the practice of “shared motherhood”, also known as ROPA (Reception of Oocytes from Partner), “partner assisted reproduction”, “reciprocal IVF”, or “inter-spousal egg donation” (43). This procedure enables clinicians to use IVF to fertilize the egg cell of one woman with the semen of a donor and then transfer the fertilized egg cell into the womb of another woman, her partner. The two women, in different stages of their lives, may have had the desire to become a mother
so as to found a family. But the idea of “shared motherhood” could not have occurred to them before the emergence of the IVF procedure and the proliferation of fertility clinics and sperm banks around the world. IVF is for them, then, a means to implement their right to found a family and have children. Yet, in many countries, even where same-sex marriage has become legal, same-sex female couples have been denied the right to use ART for the purpose of having children. Sometimes their right to use ART in order to have children is not denied, but employers or health insurance companies will not cover the costs of IVF treatments in fertility clinics based on the argument that there is not a fertility issue to be treated (22,44,45).

In this scenario, the women cannot simply claim their human right to found a family and have children because legislators and policy makers may reply (cynically or not) that their right to found a family – as the right has been established, for instance, in the UDHR, in the ECHR, or in the ICCPR – is not being violated. The two women do already constitute a family, but it is their fault that the kind of family they have decided to found is intrinsically non-reproductive. This allegation implicitly dissociates the human right to found a family from the right to generate children. Legislators and policy makers might further reply (cynically or not) that the right to have children has not been denied to the female couple. The two women can still have children, if they would only decide to found a family with a man rather than with another woman.

However, it is hard to reconcile this kind of reply with the human right not to be discriminated against on the grounds of sexual orientation, which has also been established as a human right in several documents over the last thirty years (46). After all, if heterosexual couples have the right to found a family and have children through access to ART – either because the state does not prevent the couples from using ART (a negative right) or because the state itself provides access to ART (a positive right) – why should same-sex couples be treated differently?

In the dialogic process that underlies the emergence of human rights, nobody would assent to the creation unequal treatment that would puts oneself in a disadvantageous or submissive position relative to other individuals. And to the extent that one is put in a submissive position, one cannot be seen as an autonomous agent. This is not the same as affirming, though, that human beings have a natural or basic desire to be treated with fairness, or to be seen as autonomous agents.7 Indeed, it might rather be the case that human beings have a natural or basic desire to be treated unequally; that is in such a way that every individual would naturally prefer to receive more benefits than other individuals. Let us call this supposition the Hobbesian conception of human nature. Now, nobody would endorse the creation of such privileges in the dialogic process that the contractarian approach tries to conceptualize on a higher level of abstraction. For this might put oneself in a disadvantageous or submissive position relative to other individuals. The contractarian approach I propose here does not have to endorse a Hobbesian conception of human nature, but neither does it have to assume that human beings have a natural or basic desire for fair treatment, or to be seen as autonomous agents.8 The moral claim for fair treatment, thus, can also be accounted for on contractarian grounds. Let us suppose, then, that a woman is fertile, but her husband has oligospermia (low sperm count). It would be unfair to tell her that she does have the right to found a family and have children, but she will have to find another man (one with higher sperm count) to implement that right. In like manner, it is unfair to tell a woman in a same-sex couple that she has, indeed, the right to found a family and have children, but that she will have to find another person (a man, and preferably one with normal sperm count) to implement that right (22).

Recent developments in ART now cast doubt on the assumption that same-sex couples are unavoidably non-reproductive. In a recent discussion on the institutionalization of shared motherhood in Spain, Elixabete Imaz argued that ART made women in same-sex relationships aware of their own reproductive capacities as a couple: “Most lesbian women assumed that their sex relationships aware of their own reproductive capacities as a couple: “Most lesbian women assumed that their reproductive as a couple, they could not have reasonably brought forth their basic desire to found a family and have children in the dialogic process that preceded the establishment the human rights listed in the UDHR, in the ECHR, or in the ICCPR. But now the prospect of using ART to fulfil that desire must be taken into consideration as well. Further developments in ART will render the assumption that same-sex couples are unavoidably non-reproductive even more problematic.

Consider for instance the prospect of using IVG (In Vitro Gametogenesis) for the generation of human beings in the future, assuming, of course, that the procedure will be available on ethically and legally acceptable grounds. Gametes (reproductive cells) can be obtained in vitro both from “embryonic stem cells” (ESCs) and, more recently, from somatic cells that have been treated to behave as embryonic stem cells, known as “induced Pluripotent Stem Cells” (iPSCs). ESCs and iPSCs can differentiate into practically any kind of specialized cells, including sperm cells and egg cells (52-56). The use of either ESCs or iPSCs to obtain reproductive cells is known as IVG or sometimes also as “in vitro generated gametes”, “artificial gametes”, or “synthetic gametes” (54-55,57-62). In 2016, Japanese researchers managed to produce iPSCs from the skin of mice. The iPSCs were then treated to differentiate into reproductive cells that led to the birth of healthy, fertile mice (63).

It has been speculated that, in the future, instead of retrieving the egg cells from the ovaries, clinicians will be able to use somatic cells (skin cells for example) of men or women to produce iPSCs that, in turn, will be used to produce human sperm cells or egg cells (52,54-62). The use of IVG for the purpose of human reproduction would make IVF less invasive for women.

---

7 One reason for the suggestion that human beings, possibly, do not have a natural or intrinsic desire to be seen as autonomous agents is that the word “autonomous”, as well as its cognates in other European languages, was originally used to refer to cities and citadels that were in a position to give themselves their own laws, that is they were not subjected to the commands of another city or citadel. It was not until Kant, towards the end of eighteenth century, that the word “autonomous” started to be used in its ethical rather than political sense, that is as a property of persons rather than political bodies (47).

8 For a recent defence of the Hobbesian comprehension of human nature, see for instance (50).
IVG could also enable two women to generate a genetically related child without their having to resort to a sperm donor. (Because women have chromosomes XX, IVG could only enable them to have daughters). And two men, too, could have a child genetically related to them. (Two men could have either a son or a daughter, but they will have to rely on a surrogate mother for the gestation of their child). In this scenario, it is reasonable to assume that individuals in same-sex relationships, as legitimate parts in the dialogic process by means of which human rights are established, protected, and promoted – a process that the contractorian approach attempts to conceptualize at a level of abstraction that departs from the actual political and legal procedures that give rise to declarations of human rights – will claim their access to new ART as a matter of human right. New forms of ART will be, for them, the only way to fulfill their basic desire to found a family and have children on equal grounds with heterosexual couples. In this scenario, reproductive rights will be ranked even higher, in the human rights discourse, than they have been thus far.

CONCLUSION

Reproductive rights have become of paramount importance over the last years, even more important than the right to found a family, because ART have evolved faster than societal values and linguistic conventions. From the point of view of individuals who have decided to use current forms of ART in the attempt to found a family, or who may possibly decide to use IVG in the future, the most important thing is not to convince other people that a broader, more inclusive conception of family and parenthood should be socially embraced and legally protected. This might require more time than they actually have to generate a child and, thus, to found a family in line with their own understanding of what counts, and what does not, as a family. From their point of view, the most important thing is, rather, to claim their human right to generate a child genetically related to them. Whether or not the fulfillment of their wish to have a child of their own (i.e., genetically related to them) also amounts to “founding a family” becomes a matter of linguistic convention and legal interpretation. ART now enable same-sex couples, or single women and men, to generate a child of their own, even if the words “family” and “parenthood” may sometimes still sound socially inappropriate, or legally inadequate, to refer to the affective bonds, mutual duties, and legal rights that will unite them as a group – that is that kind of “natural and fundamental group unit of society” that has been granted protection in a variety of human rights documents.9
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